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Abstract—The proliferation of digital devices in a networked industrial ecosystem, along with an exponential growth in complexity and scope, has resulted in elevated security concerns and management complexity issues. This paper describes a novel architecture utilizing concepts of Autonomic computing and a SOAP based IF-MAP external communication layer to create a network security sensor. This approach simplifies integration of legacy software and supports a secure, scalable, self-managed framework. The contribution of this paper is two-fold: 1) A flexible two level communication layer based on Autonomic computing and Service Oriented Architecture is detailed and 2) Three complementary modules that dynamically reconfigure in response to a changing environment are presented. One module utilizes clustering and fuzzy logic to monitor traffic for abnormal behavior. Another module passively monitors network traffic and deploys deceptive virtual network hosts. These components of the sensor system were implemented in C++ and PERL and utilize a common internal D-Bus communication mechanism. A proof of concept prototype was deployed on a mixed-use test network showing the possible real world applicability. In testing, 45 of the 46 network attached devices were recognized and 10 of the 12 emulated devices were created with specific Operating System and port configurations. Additionally the anomaly detection algorithm achieved a 99.9% recognition rate. All output from the modules were correctly distributed using the common communication structure.

Index Terms—autonomic computing, industrial ecosystems, service oriented architecture, network security, control systems

I. INTRODUCTION

The expanding reach and wide deployment of digital systems into our most fundamental physical infrastructures pose both a complexity and security concern [1],[2]. The complexity of modern industrial networks primarily stems from three areas: presence of heterogeneous hardware and software, dynamic network composition and usage patterns, and decentralization of control [3]. Dealing with these complexities requires a solution that is flexible and manageable.

An Autonomic Digital Ecosystem (DE) is a model for future production systems that builds on the notion of autonomic self-management by embedding exploitable control features within modules [4]. Cyber physical ecosystems (CPE) include interconnected subsystems that sense and act upon the physical world to form a complex system of systems. These CPE’s are a foundational layer of a wider more encompassing digital ecosystem. CPEs typically bridge the cyber world of computing and communications with the physical world by embedding wireless sensor nodes into the physical world [5]. Therefore wireless sensor networks (WSN) are a fundamental building block of digital ecosystems.

DE’s utilize large amounts of distributed data gathered from the physical devices found in WSN’s. Despite the large actual and planned deployment of wireless devices a large core of wired connectivity is still prevalent. For reliability, security and financial reasons WSN’s eventually attach to a physical wired connection. This connection boundary is a logical area of security concern that is addressed by the Autonomic Intelligent Cyber Sensor (AICS).

This paper describes a novel implementation of the AICS algorithm designed to provide cyber security and industrial network situational awareness for Ethernet based control network implementations. The focus of the work presented is on the concept of an integrated framework of communication fundamentals derived from Autonomic research and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). The AICS utilizes collaborative intelligent mechanisms to: 1) identify anomalous network traffic; 2) provide network entity information; 3) deploy deceptive virtual hosts and 4) implement self-configuring modules. Additionally, AICS dynamically reacts to the industrial human-digital ecosystem in which it resides through examination of network traffic and communication of data from external entities. A proof of concept implementation was tested and results are presented.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III explains background concepts of autonomic computing and the communication structure. Section IV presents the design architecture of the AICS communication and functional modules. A proof of concept implementation and test scenario is described in Section V. Section VI provides a comparison to similar solutions and an evaluation of AICS. The last section concludes the paper and briefly discusses future work.
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II. RELATED WORK

The application of existing security tools to implement self-protection within an autonomic concept has not been widely explored [6]. However the following section describes three recent efforts closely related to the work presented in this paper.

The work presented in [7] pursued a common architectural solution to support phases of a device lifecycle. The authors utilized concepts of evolvable Production systems (EPS) and Service Oriented Architectures to implement a proof of concept in an industrial automation scenario. In contrast to our approach of using IF-MAP, a Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS) standard was used to define devices. This work concentrated mainly on deployment of production devices with no mention made of security related equipment.

Kyuasakov, Eliasson, Delsing, Deventer and Gustafsson discuss the integration of SOAP based web service implementations in resource constrained wireless sensor nodes [8]. They propose removing middleware and deploying the services directly on devices. This approach is shown to be feasible but limited by performance overhead of the communication scheme. A dedicated security device, as proposed in AICS, with possible multiple deployments may prove more feasible by providing dedicated relatively powerful hardware. This assumes that addition of a new device is preferable to adding additional functionality to hardware constrained devices.

A security related architecture implementing virus detection and removal services for digital ecosystems has been proposed. In [9] the authors presented a distributed approach with hosts working in tandem on a network. A service-oriented architecture was suggested as a communication framework. Any host entities finding virus information in the network would share this information with other hosts thus enabling further actions. This communication mechanism is similar to that proposed for use by AICS. However no empirical tests were executed to validate the approach.

III. BACKGROUND

This section explains fundamental concepts for Autonomic research, Service Oriented Architecture, IF-MAP and D-Bus. In a large digital ecosystem, constituent members have to be able to continuously adapt to unforeseen situations and evolve in an autonomic way without human intervention. Devices are expected to cooperate to accomplish a mission. They become part of a larger, more complex infrastructure where complementary single elements are exploited to achieve an emergent complex behavior.

A. Autonomic Research

Autonomic computing research is a response to the realization that traditional software systems are facing a decreasing benefit from technological advances because the complexities of management and development are overwhelming. The concept of implementing technology designed specifically to continuously manage and optimize the functionality of other technologies is an extension of the

notions present in control theory and managed elements. Control theory provides descriptions of closed systems whose components and desired properties are well known and described by linear or nonlinear models. However, when the system is constantly changing and exhibits varying or uncertain information performance may be poor [10]. Autonomic design attempts to enable adaptive and flexible functionality. This design should react to evolving situations and proactively look forward to future demands.

It is the Autonomous Nervous System (ANS), present in human anatomy, which serves as inspiration for computer based autonomic system architectures. The ANS is that portion of the nervous system concerned with regulation of activity of visceral functions generally not controlled by conscious thought. However some actions, such as breathing, work in tandem with active control. ANS is typically divided into sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions. These divisions function in opposition to each other in a complementary manner. The sympathetic division typically functions with actions requiring quick responses. The parasympathetic division functions with actions that do not require immediate reaction. Together the systems can work in concert to achieve homeostasis of the relevant activity [11].

Autonomic system architectures consist of a dynamic collection of autonomic elements each performing a constrained function [12]. This architecture is generally composed of an autonomic manager (AM) that controls one or more managed resource elements (RE). The resources themselves may be legacy components or exhibit autonomic features.

A manageability interface composed of sensor and effector facilitates the communication between AM and RE and is implemented with D-Bus for this project. Sensors obtain data from the resources and effectors are used to perform operations on the resource. Additionally this sensor/effector layer is conceptually replicated to provide access to outside entities [13]. Fig. 1 presents the described autonomic element architecture with the two interface layers labeled as inner interface and outer interface. These interface concepts are a critical concept expanded upon later in this document.
A prominent concept from ANS is a standard communication channel that can carry information to processing entities. This communication can occur over a distributed network of nodes similar to those found in modern electronic networks. It has been noted that a dynamic description language is required to fulfill this function. It has been shown that XML is an appropriate choice of implementation [14].

Finally, the description of an autonomic system is incomplete without mention of the self-* properties. A key feature of autonomic systems is the automated management of resources exhibiting self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing and self-protection characteristics [12]. In order to harness these properties into a cohesive whole, a control loop monitors, analyzes, plans and executes as appropriate.

B. IF-MAP Introduction

As was mentioned in the previous section the communication interface is a critical component of AICS. A messaging interface based on the Interface to Metadata Access Points (IF-MAP) version 2.0 standard was implemented. IF-MAP is an open protocol standard published by the Trusted Computing Group [15]. Originally made available in April 2008, version 2.0 rev. 47 was published November 2011. It utilizes a publish, subscribe messaging paradigm implemented with the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). The design goal of the IF-MAP working group was to enable the sharing of data between network devices and systems.

IF-MAP has multiple defined parts: a base protocol and metadata for a specific usage. Currently the only metadata defined is for network security, which is sufficient for use in AICS [16]. One of the benefits provided by this definition is a common reference standard of network security data. In addition to the currently defined metadata, it is possible to create a new metadata specification if the base protocol is followed.

1) Base Protocol and Metadata

The base protocol specifies possible actions for clients. IF-MAP clients have access to three actions for metadata: publish, search and subscribe. Clients store or publish metadata into a MAP (Metadata Access Point) for others to consume. A search allows clients to obtain published metadata from the MAP based on a flexible criterion. Subscribe requests asynchronous results from a predefined search whenever a client publishes new metadata. In this way clients can monitor for specific relevant events and be alerted when one occurs. It should be noted that all IF-MAP operations and data types are expressed utilizing XML. This helps ensure a consistent format of the data when it is exchanged between multiple diverse parties.

The protocol also defines two species of data: metadata and identifiers. Metadata in this context is any shared data about network devices, policies, status, behavior or observed relationships. The five defined identifiers are identity, IP Address (v4 and v6), MAC address, Access Request and Device. Identifiers are used to refer to specific metadata items. The metadata of interest to this project are as follows.

- **ip-mac**: A binding between an IP address and a MAC address valid for a time frame.
- **device-characteristic**: An inherent characteristic of an entity such as its manufacturer or OS.
- **device-ip**: The IP address of an associated device.
- **discovered-by**: A link identifying which sensor device has discovered a new IP or MAC address.
- **event**: Activity of interest on a network such as a virus attack or abnormal behavior.

2) SOAP

All IF-MAP actions are transmitted using SOAP. The SOAP version 1.2 protocol is a specification utilizing XML for exchanging structured and typed information in a distributed environment. Typically Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or SMTP is used for message handling. It provides an extensible framework for transferring application specific information without specifically detailing the semantics of the data carried. The framework provides required actions to perform on a SOAP message in order to send and receive it. SOAP is typically used as a messaging framework layer of a web based service-oriented architecture (SOA). SOA is an enabling technology for development of large systems in industry. It is a flexible solution that can decrease deployment and maintenance costs [17].

C. D-Bus

In this paper, the use of D-Bus is described for internal communication between sensor components and the external messaging service. D-Bus is a system created for inter-process communication (IPC) that has been used in reconfigurable mobile network devices [18]. It was designed to avoid round trips and allow for asynchronous operation. Conceptually it works in terms of messages, and handles many of the difficult IPC synchronization issues. Several high-level language bindings are available which provides a flexible implementation solution. The following describes the D-Bus system and the terminology commonly used with it.

A *bus* is a virtual path that messages are passed over. Multiple instances of a bus may exist and are managed by a software daemon. Several Linux based operating systems offer two busses, system and session, for use without requiring user configuration. Fine grained user access to buses and actions on the appropriate bus service is available via configuration files. Applications that utilize a bus take on the role of either a server or client. Server processes listen for incoming method requests from clients.

A *method* is made available by publishing it on a message bus. Methods are remotely invoked operations of an object. As is found in object-oriented programming languages, objects contain methods. The input and output parameters need to be defined in advance of publication. A method is registered with the D-Bus daemon under an *interface* and available through an *object path*. Interfaces are a collective group of methods that help define the type of an object.

A *service* is a named collection of methods with an associated *service* file. The service file defines an executable program to handle receipt of a message related to a given
method. If the configured executable is not currently running the message is queued and the process is started. When the process is ready the queued message is delivered. An example service file is found later in section IV A2.

IV. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE AUTONOMIC INTELLIGENT CYBER SENSOR (AICS)

This section describes the architecture of AICS. Reflecting some of the core attributes of autonomic computing the software structure for this project is broken into functional areas as depicted in Fig. 2. The managed resources are Intelligent Anomaly Assessment (IAA), Network Entity Identification (NEI) and Dynamic Honey Pot (DHP). Because of the flexible internal communication implementation these resources modules can be enhanced or replaced with other potential solutions with little effect on the sensor operation.

The communications infrastructure provides a common interface for additional modules to be deployed on the sensor and is the autonomic manager. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the dotted lines represent messaging paths while the solid lines are direct network connections. Some modules are composed of legacy software that inherently did not communicate via D-Bus. For these components, software wrappers were required. Each individual component is explored in more detail in the following sections.

A. Communication Infrastructure

The communication component is responsible for the external and internal communication mechanism of the sensor.

1) External Communication

External communication is the transfer of information to network entities outside the confines of the sensor system. Examples of this communication include a list of IP addresses to monitor, information on network entities and alerts on abnormal network traffic. Internal communication includes the sharing of information between sensor components. An example includes the passing of passively discovered network entity information from NEI to DHP. All external communication is restricted to the IF-MAP based component with the exception of network packet monitoring and emulated honeypot hosts.

External communications conform to the IF-MAP specification. The published Web Services Description Language (WSDL) document for IF-MAP describes the interfaces available for ad hoc requests to the service. WSDL is an XML-based language for describing Web services and how to access them. The interface is exposed on the network over the SSL secured HTTP protocol. This interface is hosted on a server machine available to the sensor on the network. The Intelligent Reaction on Network Events project produced an open source IF-MAP server called Irond [19]. This Java based program was used as the MAP communication server.

Anomaly alerts and network entity metadata from the sensor system are pushed to the MAP server via an HTTPS based soap call. These asynchronous information pushes are executed upon the identification of behaviors in the network traffic or internal monitoring processes.

In the IF-MAP definition, the metadata type may be either singleValue or multiValue. This is explicitly communicated by setting the ifmap-cardinality attribute in a message. The D-Bus to IF-MAP service for host publication, described later, sets this to singleValue. When a publish request is processed this attribute determines how the MAP server updates the records for a given identifier. Single replaces the information while multi adds to the existing record even if it contains duplicate data. Because singleValue was chosen, a republish of the entire record is necessary even if only one sub-item changes. This simplifies publishing of records at the expense of added communication overhead.

All incoming messages are delivered from the MAP server. This includes configuration or capability querying. The sensor binds to an IF-MAP notify interface for updates and responds accordingly. Consequently asynchronous information is obtained through notify events. These events can be requested by interested outside parties as well. However they are ephemeral in that only subscribed clients will get the information if they attach prior to message publication.

The IAA IP address monitoring list and DHP IP address emulation list are sent via messaging from an external authority. Internally these lists are stored as a configuration file in each component. The stored IP’s are then used to extract information from the internal messages created by NEI and used to configure the honeypot hosts. The IAA module tracks the monitor IP addresses for anomalies. The IAA, NEI and DHP modules are explained in more detail later in this section.

The presented two-layer path of communication isolates the sensor from direct network contact with other entities. The externally visible attack surface is limited to one component instead of multiple components. A primary benefit is that any change in external protocols affects only one component. Additionally, it provides the capability to wrap the legacy communication of internal tools that may not be IF-MAP compliant without having to modify the tools source. Finally, it provides a convenient debugging facility.
2) Internal Communication

There is no direct communication between the internal sensor components and the outside MAP server or between modules. All messages, regardless of internal or external destination, use the D-Bus IPC mechanism described in section III. A D-Bus service for centralized processing of external messaging was created. Any module on the sensor host that wishes to send messages externally need only call the sendMessage method of the service. This provides flexibility and security with the additional expense of complexity from adding the D-Bus service. Only the message service needs be concerned with the communication particulars providing for a simplified configuration.

A service file, called org.sa.MessageService.service, created in the /usr/share/dbus-1/services directory specifies what file to execute if the D-Bus service is not already running. This ensures that client messages will be delivered even if the receiving process is not running. The message is queued up in the D-Bus system until the process is started and then delivery ensues. The service is started with the same user id as that which belongs to the caller. This means it is possible to have multiple instances running, one for each user id that makes a call. The service file is shown next.

[D-BUS Service]
Name=org.sa.MessageService
exec=/mnt/Projects/Perl/MessageService/msg_service.pl'
User=root

By default system and session bus types are provided by the Linux D-Bus daemon. A new session bus instance is created for each user login session. This can result in multiple busses or none depending upon interactive user logins. In contrast to the session bus, a singleton system bus is instantiated upon host startup.

The communication service was attached to the system bus as it should not be dependent upon an interactive login. The system bus has restrictions where access is explicitly prohibited. Configuration changes were required to allow access for the specific user id associated with the communication service. Additionally, fine grain access control lists are maintained for access to the services provided. This includes who can call the methods and who can retrieve information from the bus.

The following parts of this section describe the managed resource components of the AICS. These components are all clients to the D-Bus internal message service just described.

B. Intelligent Anomaly Assessment

Fuzzy logic provides a framework for system modeling in linguistic form capable of coping with imprecise and vague meanings of words. The Type-2 Fuzzy Logic System (T2 FLS) is an extension of the Type-1 Fuzzy Logic System (T1 FLS) that has been successful in modeling and minimizing the effects of various kinds of dynamic uncertainties. Here the Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic System (IT2 FLS), as a specific case of T1 FLS, is used to encode the linguistic domain knowledge about the specific network system and dynamically adjust the sensitivity of the anomaly detection algorithms.

The Intelligent Anomaly Assessment (IAA) component reacts to information from external messaging and passive monitoring of network traffic. An internal bus delivers an externally originated message dictating, by IP address, which hosts are to be actively monitored. The IAA selectively monitors hosts for anomalous behavior while simultaneously utilizing global network trends to adjust its sensitivity. Any anomalous behavior triggers a message passed externally via the internal D-Bus service. Previous work by the authors provides further details on the IAA implementation not presented here [20].

The IAA component is based on an existing low-cost online rule extraction technique [21]. The model is composed of a set of fuzzy rules that are constructed based on a window-based feature vector using an online version of the adapted Nearest Neighbor Clustering (NNC) algorithm. The anomaly detection algorithm was specifically designed to allow for both fast learning and fast classification on the constrained computational resources of an embedded device.

The overall architecture of the proposed anomaly detection system is depicted in Fig. 3. The network traffic is processed by an IT2 FLS that uses a fuzzy logic rule base with encoded linguistic domain knowledge to calculate the cyber-security context. This cyber-security context expresses the belief that an intruder is currently present in the system.

In the next stage, the network traffic is separated into individual communication streams. Each stream is delineated by an IP address retrieved from the internal message bus. Other features, such as port numbers or protocol types, can also be used. Packets assigned to individual communication streams are then passed into dedicated anomaly detection algorithms. Each anomaly detection algorithm maintains its own buffer of incoming packets, which is used to extract a set of window-based features.

The windowing technique extracts statistical features from a limited set of consecutive packets and maintains them in a vector. The window is shifted over the stream of incoming
network packets. As the next arriving packet is inserted into the window, the last packet is removed from the end. The new feature vector is then computed from all of the packets currently present in the window.

As described in [20],[21] the fuzzy logic based anomaly detection algorithm is used to assign a real value to each input vector. This value expresses the belief that the current packet window contains intrusive packets. The closer a value is to 1 the more confident the algorithm is that there is an intrusion present.

The final classification is performed by comparing the real-valued output to a sensitivity threshold. When the real-valued output is above the sensitivity threshold, a network anomaly is reported for the specific communication stream. When the output value is below the sensitivity threshold the network traffic is marked as normal. The actual value of the sensitivity threshold is dynamically computed based on the cybersecurity context computed by the Interval Type-2 (IT2) FLS.

C. Network Entity Identification

The Network Entity Identification (NEI) process passively monitors network traffic from which it extracts the IP and MAC address, ports and possible OS identification of hosts. This network entity information is updated on a continuous basis and made available, as messages, to both internal sensor components and external communications.

The software tool used for extraction of the network host information is Ettercap [22]. This tool was identified for use in prior work because of its accuracy, capabilities and XML output [23]. Ettercap is an extensible network manipulation and reconnaissance tool. Its capabilities extend well beyond fingerprinting which is both a risk and advantage. The risk lies in readily providing functionality to a user with nefarious intentions if the sensor system itself is compromised. However the advantage is easily extending future functionality with abilities already present on the system.

Ettercap is run as a daemon with unified sniffing. This mode produces a binary log file. Etterlog is then run on the log file with a -x option to produce an XML file. This file is the information source for communication of the discovered host entities to external interfaces and is placed on the internal message bus for delivery.

Two implementations of an IF-MAP metadata host entity message structure were pursued. The first followed the predefined IF-MAP network security schema and the second utilized a custom addition to the schema. This modification is allowed in the specification. A third possibility, that was not pursued, is creating an entirely new predefined metadata with any necessary custom additions.

The second implementation was necessary because two fields are not available in the predefined schema. These are port protocol i.e. UDP, TCP, etc. and the service name. The port protocol is important for the DHP component. As DHP is the primary internal consumer for this information it was considered important to retain the second option. A sample message is found in Section V Step 1.

D. Dynamic Honeypot

In previous work of the authors an algorithm was proposed and demonstrated to automatically deploy deceptive virtual network entities, or Honeypots, in a control system network [23]. The algorithm creates unique network stack signatures with information provided by the NEI component. Continuous monitoring by NEI is then utilized to reconfigure the virtual hosts in response to changes. This work was leveraged to implement the DHP component of the AICS implementation. Specifically it was chosen as hybrid anomaly detection honeypot systems have been shown to improve results [24].

The DHP algorithm focuses on managing the complexity of self-configuration by adapting to a deployed network environment. A self-updating model of the network devices is created and maintained by passively monitoring traffic. This model is used to automatically configure deceptive virtual network entities, called honeypots, designed to draw the focus of malicious intent [25]. Given that the NEI component is deployed on the sensor, it is a natural source for the host information required to instantiate a dynamic virtual honeypot. This information is available internally on the message bus and a XML file.

The conceptual architecture for the DHP module is shown in Fig. 4. The two primary activities consist of monitoring for host changes and dynamic updating of the emulated hosts. Passively gathered host information is retrieved from the internal message bus. For each IP address found, a comparison is made to any existing host information. First an operating system is identified. This may include creating an OS signature based on statistics of existing systems on the network or random generation. Next a MAC address for the virtual host is created with a correct vendor identification portion. Care is taken not to create duplicate MAC addresses. Device specific information files are then consulted for inclusion of typical services. Finally, the existing virtual host configurations are reviewed and updated as needed.

As part of the monitor and update process messages are delivered internally via D-Bus providing information on the simulated hosts. This information may then be leveraged by
A small campus grid (SCG) and sensor network that physically resides at the Center for Advance Energy Studies in Idaho Falls, Idaho was used as a test platform. The network consists of a heterogeneous mixture of 46 directly connected devices, including wireless sensors monitoring environmental conditions in the building. The SCG is connected to a small wind turbine, a solar power station, a wireless Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) with two wireless access points (WAP) and a variety of control system devices. Twelve smart meters, which wirelessly connect to the WAP’s, are physically attached to test harnesses to generate a signal. The network has several Windows based computers, web camera’s, a Rockwell Automation Micrologix 1100 PLC and a National Instruments PLC. The Micrologix controls or monitors 6 lighted push buttons, 7 lights, 2 potenti-o-meters, 2 temperature sensors and a small electric fan which constitutes both digital and analog input/output points. All of the network hosts are part of a single network segment directly attached to a Cisco network switch with a SPAN port. The SPAN port receives a copy of all network traffic and is used for monitoring by AICS.

The SCG includes access to three wireless sensor networks from the following commercial vendors: Emerson, Honeywell and Arch Rock. Each one of these three systems connects to wireless environmental sensors via one or more wireless access points. As with the previously mentioned AMI deployment, the WAP gateways have both a wired network connection and a wireless interface to the remote sensors. The multitude of environmental sensors is not directly visible to the wired test network. However the wired side of the WAP communication is visible to the AICS device. Several data historian hosts attach to the WAP’s on the wired side and retrieve the environmental data using the appropriate protocol. Each vendor has a unique implementation of a wired network protocol built on top of Ethernet. A representation of the test network and placement of the sensor is shown in Fig. 5.

The implemented AICS software was deployed on a test hardware platform. This platform runs a 32 bit Ubuntu 12.04 LTS OS on a recently released Via AMOS-5002 fanless compact embedded system. It consists of a VIA dual core EdenX2 (U4200) CPU, 4 GB’s of DDR3 1333MHz RAM, a 320GB SATA II hard drive and 3 Gb Ethernet ports. One of the Ethernet ports (not shown in Fig. 5) was assigned to the dynamic virtual honeypot for emulation of network hosts on the control network. A second interface was dedicated to passive monitoring on the switch SPAN port by the anomaly detection and entity identification modules. The third interface was utilized to provide external IF-MAP communications on the management network for the sensor. This hardware was chosen for its flexibility of deployment in industrial/commercial environments and a relatively strong computational capability.

B. Test Scenario

The steps in Fig. 6 provide a scenario devised to test the communication and managed resource functionality of AICS when deployed on the SCG network. Each step provides a...
high level action followed by the primary functionality to be evaluated. In general, verification is accomplished by inspection of IF-MAP messages or local component data stores. The results of the verification and other related information is provided in section C.

Two test tools were created to facilitate execution of the scenario. Tool one provides the input IP addresses to the MAP server for subsequent delivery to both the DHP and IAA. Tool two monitors the MAP server for published messages from the sensor.

During execution of the scenario, traffic from the control network was captured on the switch’s SPAN port and preserved in a pcap formatted file. The captured data provides a consistent baseline for repeat system evaluation. In the presented scenario and results, the sensor was attached to the live system unless otherwise indicated. The preserved traffic was subsequently used to perform evaluations on the AICS sensor. The test results from the system, using this stored data, produced no discernable differences with those found in the live scenario. In other words, the results are repeatable and deterministic.

C. Scenario Execution and Results

Step 1 - Attach sensor to network and power on.

As the sensor started to recognize hosts on the network the NEI component created its internal model and produced host messages. The internal host model is stored as an XML file and made available to the DHP component through messaging. Updated host messages are published to the MAP service every 60 minutes if a change occurs. During the complete test cycle, 45 of the 46 devices were identified by NEI. The single unidentified host used a custom protocol that does not utilize IP addresses and consequently was not recognized by NEI. The host communicates using raw Ethernet frames and is characteristic of a Honeywell proprietary protocol. A sample captured IF-MAP NEI host message, slightly modified for space, follows:

```
<metadata>
  <meta:host ifmap-cardinality="multiValue" ifmap-publisher-id="test--137625522-1" ifmap-timestamp="2012-03-26T14:40:33-06:00">
    <start-time>2012-03-26T14:40:00</start-time>
    <mac>00:12:3F:61:4A:69</mac>
    <ip>192.168.99.220</ip>
    <os>D-Link DWL-900AP</os>
    <port_list>
      <port proto="udp">137</port>
      <port proto="udp">138</port>
    </port_list>
  </meta:host>
</metadata>
```

Step 2 – Send IP lists to DHP component.

A PERL implementation of the DHP algorithm was run on the test sensor platform. Twelve heterogeneous systems, shown in the second column of Table I, were evaluated. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Host Identification Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rockwell HMI</td>
<td>MS Windows ME, 2000 Pro or Advanced Server or Windows XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Micrologix 1100 PLC</td>
<td>Novell NetWare 3.12 - 5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Arch Rock Server</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Honeywell HMI</td>
<td>MS Windows ME, 2000 Pro or Advanced Server or Windows XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Arch Rock WAP</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>D-Link WAP</td>
<td>Apple Airport Extreme Base Station (WAP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>D-Link Wireless camera</td>
<td>Apple Airport Extreme Base Station (WAP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Arch Rock HMI</td>
<td>MS Windows ME, 2000 Pro or Advanced Server or Windows XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Nat. Inst. PLC</td>
<td>MS Windows ME, 2000 Pro or Advanced Server or Windows XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Emerson WiHart AP</td>
<td>Linux 2.4.16 - 2.4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>HMI(Windows PC)</td>
<td>Windows for Workgroups 3.11 / TCP/IP-32 3.11b stack or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Moxa 505A Switch</td>
<td>FreeBSD 4.4 for i386 (IA-32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ID column is used as a reference identifier and corresponds to the last octet used in the emulated IP address. These hosts represent a variety of equipment found on the test network including network switches, PLC’s and WAP’s. Using tool one, an IF-MAP message containing the twelve host IP addresses was published to the IF-MAP server. DHP retrieved the list and used the IP’s as a key to lookup host information in the NEI internal model file.

The DHP component, using the NEI information, was able to automatically create virtual hosts for all twelve of the network-attached devices. Each emulated host was assigned its own unique IP and MAC address and was instantiated on the test sensor hardware. Furthermore, as the NEI component became cognizant of more host details, each related virtual device managed by DHP was updated to reflect the new information. For example, when a host started communicating on a new port.

Of the twelve devices chosen for emulation, ten operating systems were configured autonomously and two were assigned as ‘random’. If NEI is not able to identify an OS, then DHP randomly chooses a value from the list of identified OS’s in the host model file. The assumption is that devices on a network are likely to have OS’s similar to each other. Another option is to randomly pick one of the thousand OS’s defined in Honeyd. The third column in Table I shows the mapped OS names selected by the algorithm. Host IF-MAP messages similar to those in Step 1, only with a different identifier to differentiate real from emulated hosts, were created and published to the MAP server for the twelve emulated hosts.

Step 3 – Target network probes at 12 DHP emulated hosts.

This step verified, from a network perspective, that the emulated hosts exist and at a superficial level appear as separate, diverse devices. In addition to the OS emulation performance exercised in Step 2, four network test probes with Nmap were completed. Nmap is a network scanning tool that is commonly used to find attached hosts, scan ports and
identify operating systems [26]. The four probes included OS detection, IP protocol evaluation, ICMP echo ‘pings’ and UDP/TCP port scanning.

All twelve of the emulated test devices were found with ICMP and responded within 2.2 seconds. Nmap OS detection produces several possibilities for each target. For the 12 emulated devices, a total of 223 possible device types and 40 OS matches were returned. The reported accuracy of OS and device identification ranged from 85% to 97%. As there were multiple results for most of the emulated devices, any of the entries that matched either the original device or its mapped OS were considered a success. Of the ten non-random devices, Nmap correctly identified seven for a 70% success rate. Of the three that failed, no information was produced for device 2 in Table 1. Twenty-one incorrect entries were created for device 215. Finally, Device 5 was identified by one incorrect entry.

**Step 4** – Send IP List and monitoring request to IAA.

Three IP addresses were selected for monitoring by a C++ implementation of the IAA component. A message containing the IP’s was sent to the MAP server with tool one. IAA retrieved this message and started passively monitoring for the appropriate network traffic. For evaluation purposes, the training mode was constrained to contain 100,000 packets recorded during normal network usage. An isolated network was maintained to ensure the normality of the recorded data.

The configuration of the IAA fuzzy logic based anomaly detection routine is maintained in an XML file. This allows for exploring the effect of changing key parameters for clustering, fuzzy rules, network packet windows and more. Prior work exploring these variables can be found in [20],[21]. The values used for the test scenario are provided in Table II. 17 features were derived from a 20 packet network buffer. These features were normalized and clustered using an online nearest neighbor algorithm with a radius of 0.2. The resulting clusters, for the three individual IP communication streams, were composed of 19, 57 and 2 cluster members. These cluster sizes reflect the heterogeneous network behaviors of the different devices.

**Step 5** – Send monitor message and initiate network attacks.

Following the collection of training information in the previous step, 200,000 packets with abnormal behavior comingle with normal behavior were evaluated. This set of data included the Nmap tests that were run during the DHP testing in Step 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Window Length</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Dimension Input</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Dimension Output</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Normalization Input Length</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalize Data</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Spread</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Blur</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Cluster Radius</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Nmap and Nessus software applications were used to generate anomalous network traffic behavior. Nessus provides auditing capabilities, system vulnerability assessments, and profiling information [27]. The simulated intrusion attempts included but were not limited to: ARP pings, SYN stealth scans, port scanning and control system device probes. Cyber attacks ranged from long attacks composed of many packets to short attempts of single packets.

Table III depicts the results of the anomaly detection for the streams. The three rows labeled 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 show the performance with a fixed sensitivity threshold value. The IT2 row provides the performance with domain knowledge encoded in form of fuzzy rules performing dynamic adjustment of the sensitivity threshold. The correct classification, the false negative and the false positive rates were used as performance measures. The correct classification rate is the percentage of correctly categorized data packet instances. The false negative rate is the ratio of incorrectly labeled normal behavior inputs and the overall number of normal behavior instances. The false positive rate is the ratio of incorrectly labeled anomalous inputs and the overall number of anomalies.

An example asynchronous IF-MAP message describing abnormal behavior is shown next. This message provides the device name of the sensor and describes an anomaly found between two IP addresses. The .220 address is one of the three being monitored and the .10 was the origination of the attacker. The proto_list shows that the 20 packet window contained UDP and ICMP protocol packets.

```
<notify>
<device><name>CS:ID1:002</name></device>
<metaData>
<event ifmap-cardinality="multiValue">
<disc-time>2012-03-26T14:50:00</disc-time>
<confidence>1.0</confidence>
<type>behavior</type>
>window-size>20</window-size>
</ip_list>
```
The IAA components shared this monitoring port. Eth1 was a network switch SPAN port in read network ports on the device. Eth0 was connected to the device to the networks.

The sensor host device setup requires physical connection of the device to the networks. There are three physical copper network ports on the device. Eth0 was connected to the network switch SPAN port in read only mode. The NEI and IAA components shared this monitoring port. Eth1 was connected to the management network for read and write. This port was utilized for IF-MAP communications. Eth2 was connected to the operation network and assigned for use by the virtual honeypots. The average poll cycle of the wireless monitoring systems occurred once every minute. Playback of captured test data at rates from 0.6 Mb/s to 20 Mb/s showed no discernable difference in the AICS average detection rate. The first observable accuracy issue occurs when the physical network port capacity is overrun.

The use of IF-MAP by AICS is an improvement over the previously mentioned designs. IF-MAP provides a predefined data dictionary for network security information that eases integration efforts with other components. The modular nature and common communications infrastructure provides a flexible platform for changing functionality. The AICS solution delivers observed information via a published interface for integration with a system wide solution. While the components are self-configuring, the data used to perform that configuration comes from passive observations. Because of the IF-MAP communication scheme, host information could be provided by external entities. For instance, information about host entities could be published on the IF-MAP SOAP interface. This broadens the potential use of AICS in a more sophisticated hierarchical security system.

AICS was developed as a deployable modular framework on a commonly available hardware platform with components that provide network host information, identify anomalous network traffic behaviors and deploy dynamic virtual honeypots. In the test scenario, the sensor was deployed on a self-contained hardware platform. This effectively hides the communication between components from other network entities, thereby adding another layer of defense. When considering the possible addition of information from external hosts on the IF-MAP interface, a balance between security and information access would need to be evaluated.

An additional beneficial outcome of the presented solution is removal of the configuration burden from the human operator. This capability stems from the self-configuring aspects of an Autonomic design. For example, the IAA anomaly detection routine doesn’t require human created rules. It learns normal behavior from observations of the system. Additionally the dynamic honeypots are configured from system observations. This functionality reduces dependence on network expertise and level of human configuration effort.

A. Hardware and Software Performance

The CPU and RAM utilization was monitored during the test scenario. As the hardware platform is a fanless system, temperature data was recorded as well. The 200,000 anomaly evaluation packets contained 19,627,063 bytes of payload information. Approximately 97 packets per second were processed at normal network transmission speed. It was observed that each anomaly alert sent from IAA on the IF-MAP mechanism incurred an overhead of .7ms of communication processing time.

The CPU thermal sensors were polled every 5 seconds. Room temperature at the start of the test was 23C. Core 0 temperature after a 5-minute warm-up period was 44C. Values during the test ranged from 42C to 47C. Core 1 temperature during the warm-up period was 45C. The test values ranged
accomplished with communication between self MAP web services based communication protocol. Dynamic mod contributions of this paper include: 1) A flexible two level security awareness in a heterogeneous control system network.

The at-rest CPU utilization, as measured by the Linux top command on one-second intervals, was 1.1%. This was due mainly to the Xorg process providing HMI services. The utilization maximum during the test was 47.4% with an average of .65% and standard deviation of 2.29%. The maximum occurred when the virtual honeypots were probed with Nmap. The graph in Fig. 7 shows the sampled CPU utilization before and after the maximum that occurred between time index 100 and 181. Another key performance indicator for Linux machines is the amount of time the CPU has been waiting for I/O to complete. The maximum value was 10% with an average of 0.59% and standard deviation of 0.62%. In other words, the machine was not overwhelmed with the test data when running in real time.

System memory on the sensor platform at the beginning of the test, prior to initiating network activity, was 801,516 kilobytes. Peak overall usage was 881,308 kilobytes. DHP related processes consumed a steady 20 megabytes of information. Internal messaging averaged 4 megabytes. IAA related processes used 13 megabytes. Finally, the NEI components utilized a consistent 36 megabytes of memory. Overall continued growth of sensor memory usage was attributed to non-sensor related processes such as Xorg. Turning off unneeded services, such as graphic management, would reduce the memory footprint.

VII. CONCLUSION

Inspired by self-configuring aspects of Autonomic computing, the work presented here supports the important goal of securing industrial ecosystems by providing network security awareness in a heterogeneous control system network. Contributions of this paper include: 1) A flexible two level communication layer based on Autonomic computing and Service Oriented Architecture and 2) Descriptions of three dynamic modules that respond to a changing environment.

A novel working sensor prototype was developed based on a unique implementation of the Trusted Network Group’s IF-MAP web services based communication protocol. Sensor communication between self-contained modules is accomplished with D-Bus. At multiple steps of a test scenario, the communication layer was utilized to provide information in a well-defined format between components and to external entities.

As can be seen in the architecture and scenario sections, the self-configuration capability of Autonomic systems is exemplified by the IAA and DHP components. The DHP host entities are created automatically based upon passive monitoring of network activity. Anomaly behavior in IAA is detected by clustering of information retrieved from a moving window of traffic. The only source of outside information explicitly provided is the IP addresses of devices deemed to be critical in the functioning system. This information is asynchronously delivered by a decoupled two-part communication system.

Multiple intelligent modules were deployed on a test system to monitor for anomalous behavior and create deceptive emulated hosts. The modules are exemplary implementations of self-learning components. In a test scenario, 45 of the 46 network attached devices were recognized and 10 of the 12 emulated devices were created with representative characteristics. Additionally, 99.9% of anomalous packets were recognized. The modules utilized the communication layer to provide notifications and retrieve information.

Future work includes integration of AICS with external components utilizing the IF-MAP standard. These components include functionality to correlate information from the sensor with production data. Multiple sensors will be deployed necessitating further use web standards such as WS-Management.
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